
Saving a Preset:
• Hold preset(save) until the preset LED starts blinking.
• While LED is blinking, press and release preset(save)  

to cycle through preset banks.
• Once desired bank is selected, hold preset(save) until  

the LED stops blinking to finalize save.

Preset(Save): Press and release preset(save) to  
cycle through the presets. Hold preset(save) to enter the 
save routine.

Rate: Controls the rate of the modulation.
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Limited Warranty: 
Please visit nativeaudio.com for more details.Dimensions: 2.6’’ x 4.77” (W x L)

Pretty Bird Woman
The Pretty Bird Woman is a preset-capable chorus and vibrato designed with an 
intuitive layout and is a solution to the complexities of current modulation pedal 
designs. The Pretty Bird Woman provides 4 programmable presets for immediate 
access to your essential settings, individually tuned depth and rate controls for 
optimized modulation, and a unique filtered delay line delivering warm modulated tones.

Depth: Controls the depth of the modulation.

Mode: 
C: Chorus
V: Vibrato

Changing the Modulation Mode:
• When effect is on, hold on(hold).
• Rotate the (mode) knob to select modulation. 
• When rotating, the LEDs represent the following: 

1 and 2 - chorus, 3 and 4 - vibrato
• Release on(hold) to finalize selection.

Latching Operation: Press and release on(hold) 
to toggle the effect on and off. When the effect is on, hold 
on(hold) to access (mode).

Momentary Operation: Hold on(hold) when effect is 
off to temporarily turn the effect on and release on(hold) to 
turn the effect off.

On(Hold): Turns the effect on and off.

Power: 9VDC, 70mA (center negative)

About the Artwork: Pretty Bird Woman is the birth name given to my grandmother who embodies the values 
of our Blackfeet (Amsskaapipiikuni) people. The Pretty Bird Woman is a tribute to the pillars in our lives that have 
a special place in our hearts and a reminder to treasure those who bring us happiness. They are the Northern Star 
to our life and the guidance when we run astray. They are the foundation to our values, reminding us of who we are 
and who we want to be. They are warriors in our lives that will go to war for our wellbeing. They embrace exploration 
and encourage the pursuit of dreams. So I encourage you to take this as a reminder to love and cherish the Pretty 
Bird Women in your life. The artwork features Pretty Bird Woman in her traditional gown under the moonlight.
-Mike Trombley, Founder and CEO




